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In this paper, we analyze the relationship between asset bubbles and

inequality. The main message are the followings.

� Bubbles increase wealth inequality between entrepreneurs (speculators)

and workers (non-speculators).

� As long as bubble size is relatively small, bubbles crowd in productive

investments and increase production of an economy. However, once

the size becomes too large, then bubbles crowd out even productive

investments and reduce production of the economy. In other words,

the relationship between bubble size and production is non-monotonic.

� This non-monotonic relationship suggests that, as long as the bubble

size is relatively small, both entrepreneurs�wealth and workers�wealth

increase. In this region, a trickle-down e¤ect works. We should mention

that inequality is enlarged even in this region.

� However, once the size becomes too large sustained by, for exam-

ple, generous government guarantees, workers�wage income decreases,

while entrepreneurs�wealth still increase because of wealth e¤ect of

bubbles, leading to increased inequality between workers and entrepre-

neurs. The trickle-down e¤ect does not work.

� Wealth/income ratio is increased by bubbles.
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1 The Model

1.1 Framework

Consider a discrete-time economy with one homogeneous good and a contin-

uum of entrepreneurs and workers. A typical entrepreneur and a representa-

tive worker have the following expected discounted utility,

E0

" 1X
t=0

�t log cit

#
; (1)

where i is the index for each entrepreneur, and cit is the consumption of

him/her at date t. � 2 (0; 1) is the subjective discount factor, and E0 [a] is

the expected value of a conditional on information at date 0.

Let us start with the entrepreneurs. At each date, each entrepreneur

meets high-productivity investment projects (hereinafter H-projects) with

probability p, and low productivity ones (L-projects) with probability 1� p.

The investment projects produce capital. The investment technologies are

as follows:

kit+1 = �
i
tz
i
t; (2)

where zit(� 0) is the investment level at date t; and kit+1 is the capital at date

t+ 1 produced by the investment. �it is the marginal productivity of invest-

ment at date t. �it = �
H if the entrepreneur has H-projects, and �it = �

L if

he/she has L-projects. We assume �H > �L. For simplicity, we assume that
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capital fully depreciates in one period.1 The probability p is exogenous, and

independent across entrepreneurs and over time. The entrepreneur knows

his/her own type at date t, whether he/she has H-projects or L-projects.

Assuming that the initial population measure of each type is p and 1� p at

date 0, the population measure of each type after date 1 is p and 1 � p, re-

spectively. Throughout this paper, we call the entrepreneurs with H-projects

�H-types�and the entrepreneurs with L-projects �L-types�.

We assume that because of frictions in a �nancial market, the entrepre-

neur can pledge at most a fraction � of the future return from his/her in-

vestment to creditors as in Kiyotaki and Moore (1997). In such a situation,

in order for debt contracts to be credible, debt repayment cannot exceed the

pledgeable value. That is, the borrowing constraint becomes:

rtb
i
t � �qt+1�itzit; (3)

where qt+1 is the relative price of capital to consumption goods at date t+1.2

rt and bit are the gross interest rate and the amount of borrowing at date t.

The parameter � 2 (0; 1], which is assumed to be exogenous, can be naturally

taken to be the degree of imperfection of the �nancial market.

In this economy, there are bubble assets denoted by x. The aggregate

1As in Kocherlakota (2009), we can consider a case where only a fraction � of capital
depreciates, and consumption goods can be converted one-for-one into capital, and vice-
versa. In this setting, we can also obtain the same results as in the present paper.

2On an equilibrium path, qt+1 is not a¤ected by the collapse of bubbles. Hence, there
is no uncertainty with regard to qt+1:
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supply of bubble assets is assumed to be constant over time X: As in Tirole

(1985), we de�ne bubble assets as those assets that produce no real return,

i.e., the fundamental value of the assets is zero. However, under some condi-

tions, the prices of bubble assets become positive, which means that bubbles

arise in equilibrium. Here, following Weil (1987), we consider stochastic

bubbles, in the sense that they may collapse. In each period, bubble prices

become zero (i.e., bubbles burst) at a probability of 1 � � conditional on

survival in the previous period: When � is lower, the bursting probability is

higher. Once bubbles collapse, they do not arise again unless agents change

their expectations about their formation through, for example, unexpected

shocks. Let Pt be the per unit price of bubble assets at date t on survival in

terms of consumption goods.

The entrepreneur�s �ow of funds constraint is given by

cit + z
i
t + Ptx

i
t = qt�

i
t�1z

i
t�1 � rt�1bit�1 + bit + Ptxit�1: (4)

where xit is the level of bubble assets purchased by a type i entrepreneur at

date t. The left hand side of (4) is expenditure on consumption, investment,

and the purchase of bubble assets. The right hand side is the available funds

at date t, which is the return from investment in the previous period minus

debts repayment, plus new borrowing, the return from selling bubble assets.

We de�ne the net worth of the entrepreneur at date t as eit � qt�
i
t�1z

i
t�1 �

rt�1b
i
t�1 + Ptx

i
t�1:
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We also impose the short sale constraint on bubble assets:

xit � 0: (5)

Let us now turn to the maximization problem of workers. There are

workers with a unit measure. Each worker is endowed with one unit of labor

endowment in each period, which is supplied inelastically in labor markets,

and earns wage income, wt. Workers do not have investment opportunities,

and cannot borrow against their future labor incomes. The �ow of funds

constraint, the borrowing constraint, and the short sale constraint for them

are given by

cut + Ptx
u
t = wt � rt�1but�1 + but + Ptxut�1; (6)

rtb
u
t � 0; (7)

xut � 0; (8)

where u represents workers.

Lastly, we explain the production technology. There are competitive �rms

which produce �nal consumption goods using capital and labor. The pro-

duction function of each �rm is

yt = k
�
t n

1��
t ; (9)

where yt is output of each �rm. kt and nt are capital and labor input,
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respectively.

Factors of production are paid their marginal product:

qt = �K
��1
t and wt = (1� �)K�

t ; (10)

where Kt is the aggregate capital stock at date t.

1.2 Equilibrium

Let us denote the aggregate consumption of H-and L-types and workers at

date t as
P

i2Ht c
i
t � CHt ,

P
i2Lt c

i
t � CLt , Cut ; where Ht and Lt mean a family

of H-and L-types at date t. Similarly, let Yt;
P

i2Ht z
i
t � ZHt ;

P
i2Lt z

i
t � ZLt ;P

i2Ht b
i
t � BHt ;

P
i2Lt b

i
t � BLt ; But ;

P
nt � Nt; (

P
i2Ht[Lt x

i
t +X

u
t ) � Xt be

the aggregate output, the aggregate investments of each type, the aggregate

borrowing of each type, the aggregate labor input, and the aggregate demand

for bubble assets. Then, the market clearing condition for goods, credit,

capital, labor, and bubble assets are

CHt + C
L
t + C

u
t + Z

H
t + Z

L
t = Yt; (11)

BHt +B
L
t +B

u
t = 0; (12)

Kt =
X

i2Ht[Lt

kit; (13)

Nt = 1; (14)
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X
i2Ht[Lt

(xit + x
u
t ) = X: (15)

The competitive equilibrium is de�ned as a set of prices frt; wt; Pt; qtg1t=0 and

quantities
�
CHt ; C

L
t ; C

u
t ; B

H
t ; B

L
t ; B

u
t ; Z

H
t ; Z

L
t ; Xt; Nt; Kt+1; Yt; Nt

	1
t=0
, such that

(i) the market clearing conditions, (11)-(15), are satis�ed in each period, and

(ii) each entrepreneur chooses consumption, borrowing, investment, and the

amount of bubble assets, fcit; bit; zit; xitg
1
t=0 ; to maximize his/her expected dis-

counted utility (1) under the constraints (2)-(5), and (iii) each worker chooses

consumption, borrowing, and the amount of bubble assets, fcut ; but ; xut g
1
t=0 ; to

maximize his/her expected discounted utility (1) under the constraints (6)-

(8).

1.3 Optimal Behavior of Entrepreneurs and Workers

We now characterize the equilibrium behavior of entrepreneurs and workers

in the bubble economy. We focus on the equilibrium where

qt+1�
L � rt < qt+1�H :

In equilibrium, interest rate must be at least as high as qt+1�L, since nobody

lends to the projects if rt < qt+1�L. Moreover, if the interest rate is higher

than the rate of return of H-projects, nobody borrows.

Since the utility function is log-linear, each entrepreneur consumes a frac-

tion 1�� of the net worth in each period, that is, cit = (1��)eit. For H-types
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at date t, the borrowing constraint (3) is binding since rt < qt+1�H=(1� � st)

and the investment in bubbles is not attractive, that is, (5) is also binding.

We will verify this result in the Technical Appendix ?. Then, by using (3),

(4), and (5), the investment function of H-types at date t can be written as

zit =
�(qt�

i
t�1z

i
t�1 � rt�1bit�1 + Ptxit�1)

1� �qt+1�
H

rt

: (16)

From this investment function, we understand that for the entrepreneurs who

purchased bubble assets in the previous period, they are able to sell those

assets at the time they encounter H-projects. As a result, their net worth

increases, which boosts their investments. That is, as Hirano and Yanagawa

(2010) showed, bubbles generate a crowd-in e¤ect on productive investments.

In our model, the entrepreneurs buy bubble assets for speculative purpose.

They buy bubble assets when they have L-projects, and sell those assets

when they have opportunities to invest in H-projects.

For L-types at date t, since cit = (1 � �)eit; the budget constraint (4)

becomes

zit + Ptx
i
t + (�bit) = �eit: (17)

Each L-type allocates his/her savings, �eit; into three assets, i.e., z
i
t; Ptx

i
t;

and (�bit): Each L-type chooses optimal amounts of bit; xit; and zit so that the

expected marginal utility from investing in three assets is equalized. By solv-

ing the utility maximization problem explained in the Technical Appendix ?,
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we can derive the demand function for bubble assets of a L-type:

Ptx
i
t =

� Pt+1
Pt
� rt

Pt+1
Pt
� rt

�eit; (18)

The remaining fraction of savings is split across zit and (�bit) :

zit + (�bit) =
(1� �)Pt+1

Pt
Pt+1
Pt
� rt

�eit:

Since investing in L-projects (zit) and secured lending to other entrepreneurs

(�bit) are both safe assets, zit � 0 if rt = qt+1�L; and zit = 0 if rt > qt+1�L:

That is, the following conditions must be satis�ed:

(rt � qt+1�L)zit = 0; zit � 0; and rt � qt+1�L � 0:

Moreover, when rt = qt+1�L; investing in L-projects and secured lending to

other entrepreneurs are indi¤erent for L-types, aggregate investment level of

L-types, ZLt ; is determined from (11).

Next, regarding the optimal behavior of workers, we can show that work-

ers do not save in equilibrium (see the Technical Appendix for the proof.)

That is,

cut = wt:
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1.4 Dynamics

(11) can be written as

ZHt + Z
L
t + PtX = �At: (19)

Then, we have the evolution of aggregate capital stock:

Kt+1 =

8>>>>><>>>>>:
�H

�pAt

1� ��H

�L

+ �L

 
�At �

�pAt

1� ��H

�L

� PtX
!

if rt = qt+1�L;

�H [�At � PtX] if rt > qt+1�L:

(20)

where At � qtKt + PtX is the aggregate wealth of entrepreneurs at date t;

and
P

i2Ht e
i
t � pAt is the aggregate wealth of H-types at date t. (More

details about aggregation of each variable will be explained in the Technical

Appendix ?). When rt = qt+1�L; both H-and L-types may invest. The �rst

term and the second term of the �rst line represent the capital stock at date

t + 1 produced by H-and L-types, respectively. When rt > qt+1�L; only H-

types invest. From (19), we know ZHt = �At�PtX: (�PtX) in (20) captures

a traditional crowd-out e¤ect of bubbles analyzed in Tirole (1985), i.e., the

presence of bubble assets crowds savings away from investments.

As long as rt � qt+1�
L; the interest rate is determined by the credit
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market clearing condition (12), which can be written as

�pAt

1� �qt+1�
H

rt

+ PtX = �At:

That is, the aggregate savings of entrepreneurs, �At; �ow to aggregate H-

investments and bubbles. By de�ning �t � PtX=�At as the size of bubbles,

we can rewrite the above relation as

rt =
qt+1��

H(1� �t)
1� p� �t

:

It follows that rt increases with �t, re�ecting the tightness of the credit

markets.

Thus, the equilibrium interest rate is determined as

rt = qt+1Max

�
�L;

��H(1� �t)
1� p� �t

�
: (21)

In other words, rt = qt+1�L if �t < �
�, and rt =

��H(1��t)
1�p��t

if �t � ��, where

�� � �L(1�p)���H
�L���H :

2 Dynamics of Rational Bubbles

Next, we examine the dynamics of rational bubbles. Since we assume that

rational bubbles are stochastic, that is, bubbles persist with probability �(<

1), here, we focus on the dynamics of bubbles until bubbles collapse.
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From the de�nition of �t � PtX=�At, �t evolves over time as

�t+1 =

Pt+1
Pt
At+1
At

�t: (22)

The evolution of the size of bubbles depends on the relation between the

growth rate of wealth and the growth rate of bubbles. When we aggregate

(18), and solve for Pt+1=Pt; then we obtain the required rate of return on

bubble assets:
Pt+1
Pt

=
rt(1� p� �t)
�(1� p)� �t

; (23)

where (1� p� �t)=[�(1� p)� �t] is the risk premium on bubble assets.

By using (21), (23), the de�nition of aggregate wealth of entrepreneurs,

(22) can be written as

�t+1 =

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

(1� p� �t)
�(1� p)� �t�

1 +
�H � �L
�L � ��H p

�
� +

(1� �)(1� p)
�(1� p)� �t

��t

�t if �t < �
�;

�

�

1

�(1� p)� (1� �)�t
�t if �t � ��:

(24)

Using this (24), we examine the sustainable dynamics of �t. In order for

bubbles to be sustainable, the following condition must be satis�ed for any

t:

�t < 1: (25)
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Violation of this condition means explosion of bubbles.

As examined in the literature (Tirole 1985; Weil 1989; Farhi and Tirole

2012b), dynamics of bubbles take three patterns. The �rst one is that bubbles

become too large and explode to �t � 1. This dynamic path cannot be

sustained by this economy and thus, bubbles cannot exist in this pattern.

The second pattern is that �t becomes smaller over time and converges to

zero. This path is called asymptotically bubbleless. In this dynamic path,

the e¤ects of bubbles converge to zero. Hence, we exclude this path from our

consideration as usual in the literature. The third pattern is that �t converges

to a positive value as long as the bubbles survive. This dynamic path is a

saddle point path where the economy converges to a stochastic stationary-

state with positive bubbles as long as bubbles persist.3 In this paper, we

concentrate on this saddle path equilibrium as usual in the literature (Tirole

1985; Weil 1989; Farhi and Tirole 2012b).

By using �t (20) can be written as

Kt+1 =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

h
(1+ �H��L

�L���H p)��
L � �L��t

i
1� ��t

�K�
t if �t < �

�;

�H� [1� �t]
1� ��t

�K�
t if �t � ��:

(26)

As long as bubbles can exist (We explain the existence condition of bubbles in

3De�nition of stochastic stationary state follows Weil (1989). In the stochastic sta-
tionary state, all variables (Kt; At; qt; rt; wt; Pt; �t) become constant over time as long as
bubbles persist.
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Proposition 1), the dynamics ofKt+1=K
�
t = Kt+1=Yt is an increasing function

of �t as long as �t < �
�; and it becomes a decreasing function of �t if �t � ��.

Intuitively, as long as the size of bubbles is small, i.e., �t < �
�; both H-and

L-types invest. An increase in the size of bubbles crowds L-projects out and

crowds in H-projects, thus increasing capital stock. In �t < �
�; the crowd-

in e¤ect dominates the crowd-out e¤ect at the margin. We call this region

�under-sized bubble� region. When the size of bubbles equals �t = ��; all

L-projects are completely crowded out, and only H-types invest if �t � ��: If

the size of bubbles becomes larger in �t > �
�, even H-projects are crowded

out, thus reducing capital stock. Overly large size bubble, i.e., an excessive

speculation in bubble assets, is harmful to production. In �t > ��; the

crowd-out e¤ect dominates the crowd-in e¤ect at the margin. Thus, we call

this region �over-sized bubble�region. As Hirano et al. (2013) showed, the

relationship between bubble size and capital stock (output) is non-monotonic

as in Figure 1. The following Proposition summarizes this.4

Proposition 1 Relationship between Bubble Size and Capital Stock (Out-

put): Kt+1=K
�
t is an increasing function of �t as long as �t � ��; and it

becomes a decreasing function of �t if �t > ��. There is a size of bubbles

�� � �L(1�p)���H
�L���H maximizes the capital stock and output for any t (i.e., not

4It is well known that theoretically bubble assets and government bonds have the similar
property. Therefore, Proposition 1 also means that the relationship between government
bonds-to-GDP ratio and output (or output growth rate if the model is based on an en-
dogenous growth rate) is non-monotonic. In other words, as long as the debt-to-GDP ratio
is relatively small, government debt enhances output (or output growth rate), but once
the ratio becomes too large, then it reduces output (or output growth rate).
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just before the bursts, but also after the bubble bursts).

The dynamic system of this economy is characterized by (26) and (24).

However, (24) is independent from Kt and the dynamics of �t is derived

only by (24). From (24), we can derive that �t must be constant over time

unless �t is asymptotically bubbleless. This means that on the saddle path

equilibrium, wealth of entrepreneurs and bubbles grow at the same rate.

Bubble Size and Production
Kt+1 / Yt

UnderSized OverSized
Bubble Region Bubble Region

0 Φt＝Φ* Φt

3 E¤ects of Asset Bubbles

3.1 Existence of Asset Bubbles

We �rst characterize the existence condition of stochastic bubbles. In other

words, we investigate whether a dynamic path with bubbles does not ex-
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plode. Mathematically, we check whether the dynamic system (24) has a

non-negative steady-state, �t = �. As we show below, the �nancial mar-

ket condition, �, is crucial to the existence condition of bubbles. (Hereafter,

proofs of all Propositions are given in Appendix).

Proposition 2 Stochastic bubbles with survival probability � can exist if and

only if � satis�es the following condition,

� � max
�
�L � ��[�L + (�H � �L)p]

�H(1� ��) ; 0

�
< � < � � ��(1� p):

From this Proposition 2, we can understand that bubbles tend to exist

when the degree of �nancial imperfection, �, is in the middle range. In other

words, improving �nancial market conditions might enhance the possibility

of bubbles when the initial condition of � is low. This result is similar to

the result in Hirano and Yanagawa (2010) who characterize the existence

condition of bubbles in an endogenous growth framework. We can obtain a

similar result even in a non-growth model. Intuitively, if � is low, enough

resources cannot be transferred to productive sector, because the borrowing

constraint is su¢ ciently tight. As a result, economic growth rate with bubbles

becomes low. On the other hand, interest rate can not be lower than the

rate of return on L-projects and bubbles grow faster than interest rate. As

a result, under a very low �, bubbles�growth rate becomes higher than the

economic growth rate. Hence, the bubbles are unlikely to arise under a very

low �.
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3.2 Under-Sized Bubbles and Over-Sized Bubbles

Moreover, within the bubble regions, there are two di¤erent regions, i.e.,

under-sized bubble region and over-sized bubble region. As Hirano et al.

(2013) showed, the relation between bubble size and capital stock is non-

monotonic like Figure 1. In other words, there is the bubble size, � = ��;

that maximizes capital stock and output for any t. Equilibrium bubble size

on the saddle path may be larger or smaller than ��: More speci�cally, when

we solve for equilibrium bubble size without government policy, we have

�(�) =

8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:

� � 1� ��(1� p)h
1 + ( �

H��L
�L���H )p

i
� � �(1� p)

1� 1� ��(1� p)h
1 + ( �

H��L
�L���H )p

i
� � �(1� p)

(1� p) < �� if � < � < ��;

��(1� p)� �
�(1� �) > �� if �� < � < �;

(27)

I.e, equilibrium bubble size depends on the quality of the �nancial system,

where �� is given in Appendix. We summarize (27) in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3 (i) If � < � < ��; equilibrium bubble size is smaller than ��:

In other words, within the bubble regions and if the quality of the �nancial

system is relatively low, under-sized bubbles arise.

(ii) If �� < � < �; equilibrium bubble size is larger than ��: In other

words, within the bubble regions and if the quality of the �nancial system is
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relatively high, over-sized bubbles arise.

Proposition 2 suggests that in advanced economies where the quality of

the �nancial system tends to be better than that of emerging enomomies,

over-sized bubbles are more likely to arise, while in emerging economies,

under-sized bubbles are more likely to emerge. Intuitively, within the bubble

regions and if � is relatively high, enough savings can be transferred to H-

projects even without bubbles, because the borrowing constraint is relatively

loose. In this situation, bubbles crowd out even H-projects at the margin

as well as crowd out L-projects completely. On the other hand, within the

bubble regions and if � is relatively low, L-types cannot lend all of their

savings to H-types even with bubbles, because the borrowing constraint is

su¢ ciently tight. As a result, L-types hold a lot of idle savings, but they don�t

want to invest all of their idle savings into bubble assets, because bubbles are

risky and they are risk-averse agents. In equilibrium, they end up investing

in their own safe projects with low returns for risk-hedge. This means that

in aggregate, some of the savings in the economy �ow to L-projects.

3.3 Macroeconomic E¤ects of Asset Bubbles

Together with Proposition 3, we can characterize whether bubbles are expan-

sionary or contractionary in output compared to the bubbleless economy, and

how those e¤ects are related to the quality of the �nancial system. Equilib-

rium dynamics of capital stock can be derived by substituing (27) into (26).
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Proposition 4 There exists a threshold level of � = �1 (> ��): (i) If � <

� < ��; under-sized bubbles arise and output in the bubble economy is higher

than that in the bubbleless economy for any t � 1; given an initial Y0: (ii)

If �� < � < �1; over-sized bubbles arise and output in the bubble economy

is higher than that in the bubbleless economy for any t � 1; given an initial

Y0. (iii) If �1 < � < �; over-sized bubbles emerge and output in the bubble

economy is lower than that in the bubbleless economy for any t � 1, given an

initial Y0.

Figure 2 illustrates Proposition 3 and 4. In Figure 2, we compare out-

put in the stochastic stationary state of the bubble economy with output in

the steady-state of the bubbleless economy. In the Appendix, we provide a

full characterization of the bubbleless economy and derive �1. Proposition 4

shows that in � < � < �1; bubbles increase output compared to the bubble-

less economy, while in �1 < � < �; bubbles decrease output.5 Intuitively, if

the quality of the �nancial system is relatively low and if there is no bub-

ble, enough savings cannot be transferred to H-types and even L-types end

up producing in equilibrium. In this situation, once bubbles arise, bubbles

crowd out L-projects and crowds in H-projects, thereby increasing output.

On the other hand, if the quality of the �nancial system is relatively high,

even without bubbles, the �nancial system can allocate enough funds to H-

projects. In this situation, bubbles end up crowding out H-projects largely,

5Hirano and Yanagawa (2010) provide a full characterization on the relation between
bubbles and long-run economic growth rate in an endogenous growth framework.
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thus reducing output.

In the rest of our analyses, we restrict our attention to � < � < �1:

Kbubble
1?a

Kbubbleless
1?a

Bubble Region NonBubble
Non Under Region
Bubble Sized        OverSized Region
Region Region

0 θ θ* θ1 πβ(1p) 1 θ

Figure 2: Bubbles and Capital Stock

βσαH

3.4 Wealth Inequality and Bubbles

When we compute average wealth level of entrepreneurs in the stochastic

stationary state of the bubble economy, (Ae)bubble ; and that in the steady

state of the bubbleless economy, (Ae)bubbleless, we obtain

(Ae)bubble = �K�
bubble+PX =

1

1� ���Ybubble > (A
e)bubbleless = �K�

bubbleless = �Ybubbleless:

(28)
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Likewise, we can derive average wealth level of workers, Au. Here we de�ne

wealth of workers as wage income, because workers do not save in equilibrium.

(Au)bubble = (1� �)Ybubble > (Au)bubbleless = (1� �)Ybubbleless: (29)

I.e., average wealth levels of both entrepreneurs and workers are strictly

higher in the bubble economy.

Then, from (28) and (29), we obtain

�
Ae

Au

�bubble
=

�

1� �
1

1� �� >
�
Ae

Au

�bubbleless
=

�

1� � : (30)

I.e., bubbles lead to increased wealth inequality between entrepreneurs who

are bubble holders and workers who are non-bubble holders. For entrepre-

neurs, their wealth increases more because of wealth e¤ect of bubbles. More-

over, (30) says that the extent of inequality depends on equilibrium bubble

size, �; i.e., inequality becomes larger, the larger equilibrium bubble size.

3.5 Bubbles, Trickle-Down E¤ect, and Inequality

As Hirano et al. (2013) showed, expectations about government guarantees

increase equilibrium bubbles size monotonically. In Hirano et al. (2013),

when bubbles collapse, to mitigate a free-fall in output and welfare, gov-

ernment bails out entrepreneurs who su¤er losses from bubble investments,

i.e., government guarantees bubble investments against losses. Given this
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monotonic relationship, we can derive the following implications.

When under-sized bubbles arise in laissez-faire economy (i.e., in � < � <

��), an increase in government guarantess initially enhances production of the

economy, leading to increased wealth for everybody (wage income of work-

ers increases and entrepreneurs�wealth increases). Therefore, a trickle-down

e¤ect works, even though wealth inequality between entrepreneurs and work-

ers is enlarged. However, once government guarantees are too generous, then

over-sized bubbles are created, and even productive investments are crowded

out, thereby reducing production level of the economy. As a consequence,

workers�wage income decreases, while entrepreneurs�wealth still increases

because of wealth e¤ect of bubbles, leading to increased inequality. That is,

when over-sized bubbles occur sustained by too generous government guar-

antees, the trickle-down e¤ect does not work.

When over-sized bubbles arise in laissez-faire economy (i.e., �� < � < �),

as mentioned above, the trickle-down e¤ect does not work.

Figure 3 summarizes the above mentioned implications.
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When undersized bubbles occur in laissezfaire economy,

Ae, Au

Entrepreneurs’wealth

workers’wage income

0 λ＝λ* λ=1 λ(Bailout Level)

Trickledown effect
works

[ここに出典を記載します。]

Trickledown effect
does not work
[ここに出典を記載します。]

When oversized bubbles occur in laissezfaire economy,

Ae, Au

Entrepreneurs’ wealth

Workers’ wage income

0 λ=1 λ(Bailout Level)

Trickledown effect
does not work
[ここに出典を記載します。]
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3.6 Wealth/Income Ratio

When we compute wealth/income ratio, we obtain

�
A

Y

�bubble
=

�

1� �� >
�
A

Y

�bubbleless
= �:

I.e., wealth/income ratio is increased by bubbles. Moreover, the ratio is an

increasing function of equilibrium bubble size, �:
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